Ultrastructural analysis of 3 hyaluronic acid soft-tissue fillers using scanning electron microscopy.
Although hyaluronic acid (HA) specifications such as molecular weight and particle size are fairly well characterized, little information about HA ultrastructural and morphologic characteristics has been reported in clinical literature. To examine uniformity of HA structure, the effects of extrusion, and lidocaine dilution of 3 commercially available HA soft-tissue fillers. Using scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive x-ray analysis, investigators examined the soft-tissue fillers at various magnifications for ultrastructural detail and elemental distributions. All HAs contained oxygen, carbon, and sodium, but with uneven distributions. Irregular particulate matter was present in RES but BEL and JUV were largely particle free. Spacing was more uniform in BEL than JUV and JUV was more uniform than RES. Lidocaine had no apparent effect on morphology; extrusion through a 30-G needle had no effect on ultrastructure. Descriptions of the ultrastructural compositions and nature of BEL, JUV, and RES are helpful for matching the areas to be treated with the HA soft-tissue filler architecture. Lidocaine and extrusion through a 30-G needle exerted no influence on HA structure. Belotero Balance shows consistency throughout the syringe and across manufactured lots.